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A Letter from the Editor: The Mission of iSTEAMC

Dear Readers, Contributors, Teachers, Students and Parents

I would like to take this opportunity to thank you all for your interest and support of
the iSTEAMC program.
Quality education is the most essential element of modern society. We are in the 21 st
Century, which demands the future workforce to have skills adaptable for the fastevolving world, which is beyond the routine knowledge taught in most standard
education. However, the current education system is not yet fully capable of developing
such skills. Both the learners and the education system have to change. In response to
the challenges and demands, the framework of 21st Century skills have been
established and emphasized as the foundation for the new generation education
standards.
For a simple summary, the 21st Century skills include three major areas: (1)
cognitive capacity including knowledge, thinking-reasoning, reflection, and innovation,
(2) intrapersonal quality including value perspective, mindset, and management (often
interpreted to as ethics and personality), (3) interpersonal abilities for effective
communication, collaboration, and leadership.
Through decades of advising and collaborating with many graduate students and
young researchers from top universities around the world, it has been noticed that most
of them all have very good preparation of the basic knowledge, however, there are
many still lacking some key competences in light of the 21st Century skills. The most
concerned is the lack of self-driven interest and long-term goals. At the concrete level,
most of the students lack the ability to conceptualize and ask good research questions,
to come up with creative designs and solutions, and, most of all, to write critical analysis
for communication and publishing. All these are important abilities for sustaining lifelong learning and successful career development, which are the foundation of a happy
and fruitful life that all parents would want their next generation to have.
Informed by many years of teaching and research, a good model for training such
skills and abilities is to have young learners engaged in self-directed research activities
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and practice critical analysis and thinking skill with academic writing and publishing.
Therefore, with the help of my colleagues and research team, the journal of iSTEAMC
has been established, which aims to provide a portal for young talents to get involved
and trained in authentic scientific research and professional writing. In addition, a series
of supporting training and outreach programs have also been developed to teach and
guide the young scholars in conducting meaningful research and developing
professional writing and communication skills.
The benefits of this program are in many areas. First, through collaborative research
and critical writing, students can improve their cognitive, intrapersonal, and
interpersonal abilities, aligned with the framework of the 21st Century skills. Through
publication, students can also gain a sense of achievement and enhance their
motivation in pursuing further excellence in learning and career development. Secondly,
students can get early exposures to the many faceted fields of STEAM, which can help
them to develop interests and visions on their future studying and career pathways.
Finally, as a direct reward, students can achieve what are missing in the formal
education system by becoming better prepared in solving real-world problems through
innovative research and presenting superior leadership with effective communication
and management capacity. This early start will help students gain an edge in the
competing world on future learning and career promotion.
In summary, iSTEAMC is aimed to help students gain high-order abilities and skills
that cannot be readily learned in the standard education. The personalized inquiry in
learning and training will experientially foster students’ views and understandings of the
world, ways of living and working, and abilities to collaborate and lead, which all
gradually fuse into a habit like personality that carries on one’s life for both personal and
greater good.
Again, in representing our team, I would like to express our appreciation for your
interest and support.

Lei Bao
Editor of iSTEAMC
Professor of Physics @ OSU
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Abstract: STEM fields are at the core of 21st Century Innovation. However only a small number of
American students pursue STEM disciplines as their future careers. In high school, AP STEM courses
provide unique opportunities to improve students’ awareness, interests, and access to STEM learning
in the school environment. A positive experience in these AP courses can be a catalyst to shaping a
student’s career interests and preferences towards STEM fields. However, these courses are also the
most challenging among all high school curricula, and the situation is even more complicated by the
shortage of teachers skilled in STEM subjects. It is then important to help students develop effective
learning strategies for these courses. Through surveying high school students who have studied AP
STEM courses, this study has found that students highly value learning physics with a concept-based
approach, chemistry and calculus with a procedure-based strategy, and biology with a mix between
memorization and concept. Additionally, students prepared best with a mix between concept-based
activities, such as labs, and procedure-based activities, such as practice problems, in both physics and
chemistry. Students who took biology found memorization-based preparations to be the most useful,
and calculus was prepared best with procedure.
Keywords: STEM Learning, effective learning strategies, AP STEM Courses

Introduction
The question of how to educate the new generation of learners is one that has been asked for
generations in the complex fields of science, technology, engineering, and mathematics, more commonly
referred to as STEM. Especially in a time where teaching has become so homogeneous, where educators
would use the same format of teaching for all their courses regardless of the topic, different courses have
to be taught in different ways in order to ensure the best learning outcome for the student. Therefore, it is
important to understand in what way each course is different, and to understand how students would
learn best in each of the courses.
AP courses have been on the rise, with more than 2.8 million students taking the AP exams in 2018
alone (College Board, 2018). These courses have started to become a massive part of the education system,
with more and more students recognizing its value each year. AP, which stands for Advanced Placement,
is a program that allows students to take college level courses in high school. At the end of each year, an
AP test can be taken that will represent the students’ mastery in the course they take. According to College
Board, the organization in charge of AP, “AP Exams are standardized exams designed to measure how
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well you’ve mastered the content and skills of a specific AP course” (College Board, 2020). Students who
show mastery in the course and earn high scores on the exam will have their credits more recognized by
colleges.
Research done in the field of STEM have shown that AP courses have a positive impact on the students’
future careers. One study, conducted by Robinson, Fadali, Malisa, Johnson, and Batchman, found that
taking AP courses in STEM early on in high school was a good way to prepare for university work in many
STEM careers (Robinson et al., 2003). Many other studies also found evidence that support Robinson et al.
For instance, Hargrove et al. concluded that students who pass and succeed AP exams “typically experience
greater academic success in college” (Hargrove et al., 2008), whereas Kokkelenberg and Shinha showed
that success in AP courses are significant indicators of academic preparation and ability (Kokkelenberg and
Shinha, 2010). By taking AP STEM courses, students are preparing themselves for college and their future
careers both by challenging themselves with learning more advanced material, but also by developing the
skills necessary to overcome the challenge.
Furthermore, “students who take AP classes in calculus and the sciences are more likely to select majors
in careers such as engineering, science, mathematics, and the medical field…both minority and
nonminority students who were taking AP calculus and/or science courses in high school selected STEM
careers at a higher rate than other careers” (Robinson et al., 2003). Not only are AP courses recognized for
their high value in both education and experience, they also prove to help students gain insight and interest
in the fields of the courses they took.
Overall, AP courses offer students more in both academic skill and interest, as is supported by Conger
et al., stating that “we find suggestive evidence that taking an AP science course increases students’ science
skill and their interest in pursuing a STEM major in college.” (Conger et al., 2019)
Studying AP courses is a valuable way of getting insight on how learners feel about each STEM topic.
Major AP STEM courses include AP Physics 1/2/C, AP Calculus AB/BC, AP Chemistry, and AP Biology,
which are the courses chosen for this study. Most importantly, it is studying from the learner’s perspective
that will give the most insight on how each course should be set up in a way that will ensure the best
educational experience for them. Therefore, the overall goal of this study is to gauge at what students’ value
in each course, and use the results to interpret the ways to modify and improve the way the classes are
taught.
The sample of the study is a group of high schoolers who have taken AP courses, with a sample size of
50 students total, divided evenly across the four subjects. Due to the relatively small sample size, the results
may not be fully representative of the whole population of AP course takers. Error bars were included that
were based off the standard deviation and the sample size of each variable in each subject.

Methods
The study has two parts. The first part measures how much each AP STEM course was weighted on its
reliance on concept, memorization, and procedure. The second part measures the best way the students
believed each course should be prepared.
For the first part, concept is defined as “understanding the meaning and mechanisms by which the
procedure and material is based off”. A course heavily based on concept is a course that requires students
to understand the basic ideas and principles by which the topic works. Memorization is defined as
"memorizing formulas, numbers, and overall material of the topic”. A course heavily based on
memorization would be a course where students would have to answer questions directly out of memory
with little processing involved. Procedure is defined as where one would “plug in values into equations or
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follow a set of known steps to get to the answer”. A course heavily based on procedure would be a course
where students would answer questions by finding the right equation to use and plugging in given values
in order to come to a solution.
To weigh each trait, a survey was made and filled out by students that either currently are taking or
formerly took any of the AP STEM courses. The survey was formatted so a student would fill out, on a
scale of one to ten, how much the course(s) they chose is reliant on each of the three traits.
A second part was added, which asked students what they thought the best way to prepare for each of
the STEM courses was. The format is the same, asking the students to rate each category on a scale from
one to ten. The categories are the same, being concept, memorization, and procedure, with slightly different
definitions.
In this second part, concept is defined as “prepare by conducting and understanding experiments,
readings, etc., in order to nail down the concept behind the material.” Memorization is defined as “prepare
by reading and memorizing the material.” Procedure is defined as “prepare by doing things such as
practice problems in order to get the procedure down.”
The data for each part was then represented in a bar graph, with three bars each representing the
averaged value earned for each of the three categories. The standard deviation was also calculated for each
category.
Example of the question format are shown on the next page.

Question format for
part one of the
survey.
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Question format for
part two of the
survey

Results
Figure 1a-d Average part one results for the STEM courses’ reliance on concept, memorization, and
procedure (1a being physics, 1b being chemistry, 1c being biology, and 1d being calculus) based off a 50student population
Physics has the highest score in concept, with a
score of 8.6. The course also scored high in
procedure but low in memorization.

Physics
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8
6
4
2
0

C

M
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Chemistry scored the highest in procedure, with a
score of 8.9. The course also got moderate values
for both concept and memorization.
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Biology scored the highest in memorization, with
a score of 9.1. The course also got a moderately
high score in concept but a low score in
procedure.
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Calculus scored the highest in procedure, with a
score of 9.4. The course got a high score in concept
and a moderate score in memorization.
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Overall, the course with the highest score in
concept was physics, the one with the highest in
memorization was biology, and the one with the
highest in procedure was calculus.
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Figure 2a-d Average part two results for the preparation of STEM courses weighted in concept,
memorization, and procedure (1a being physics, 1b being chemistry, 1c being biology, and 1d being
calculus) based off a 50-student population
Physics scored highest in preparing via concept,
with a score of 9.3. The course also scored high in
procedure but low in memorization.
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Chemistry scored highest in preparation by
procedure, with a score of 9.1 Concept based
activities were also helpful for preparation.
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Biology scored the highest in preparation by
memorization, with a score of 9.7. The course also
scored high in concept but low in procedure.
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Calculus scored the highest in preparing via
procedure, at a value of 9.7. It scored moderately
in memorization and low in concept.

Calculus
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Overall, physics scored highest in preparation by
concept, biology scored highest in preparation by
memorization, and calculus scored highest in
preparation by procedure. Chemistry scored high
in both concept and procedure.
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Discussion
The results for part one in physics show that students believe that learning concept is the most
essential part of succeeding in the course. This makes sense, especially after seeing how physics scored low
in memorization, as physics is too complex for one to memorize all the variations of problems that can stem
from one concept. Therefore, knowing the concept and being able to apply it with procedure is the most
important part of the course. Furthermore, the results for physics in the preparation part of the survey also
support that physics is a heavily concept-reliant course. Students believed that learning through conceptbased activities, such as labs, was the most helpful to the students’ preparation, next to doing practice
problems in order to get used to the procedure. Memorization scored yet another low score in the course,
as the most a student would need to memorize would be formulas and constants.
Chemistry scored highest in procedure in both parts of the study. Students believe that the course
is especially reliant on knowing how to follow certain steps in order to obtain an answer, and to practice
doing those steps to consistently do well. Chemistry, like physics, also is lowly based on memorization,
and require the students to solve the problem on their own. However, unlike physics, chemistry generally
requires the familiarity of procedure more, as it is harder for one to think their way out of a problem without
a known procedure to follow. Concept in chemistry, although scoring moderately in the first part, scored
quite high in the second. This is likely due to the many labs available for students to conduct, where the
sense of the concept behind the lab was developed hands on.
Biology, unlike all the other courses, is the only one that scored consistently high in memorization
for both parts of the survey. While the other courses require lots of problem solving with calculations and
such, biology has very little, hence the low score in procedure for both parts. Students found that
memorization was the best way to do well in the course, as almost all the questions require minimal
processing, and only test whether the student knows a certain fact or not. Memorization, however, was not
the only thing that helped students learn. Concept obtained moderately high scores for both parts as well.
Students likely found it easier to memorize and apply their knowledge onto questions if they understood
the concept behind it. Additionally, labs are common in biology, allowing students to develop a higher
level of understanding of the concepts present. Lastly, procedure scored low for both parts, as the questions
are formatted in a way where the student either knows it or doesn’t, where there is no procedure involved,
and therefore no procedure to practice.
Calculus obtained the highest score in procedure for both parts. As the questions present in
calculus are very much based off how well one can manipulate the problem in a way that would allow
them to use known equations and steps, procedure is essential. And in order to do the procedure
successfully, students found that practice made the biggest impact. The course was also found to be quite
reliant on concept, as the students found that if they understood the concept behind the material of the
class, it would be easier to memorize the equations and steps or possibly even derive them themselves.
However, concept scored very low in the second part of the survey. This is most likely due to the fact that
there are very limited experiments and other concept-based activities that can be conducted in calculus.
Finally, memorization scored moderately low in both parts as the only thing memory based that would
help students succeed would be to memorize equations and constants.

Conclusion
Being able to understand what students’ value and find helpful is a useful indicator of what can
and should be improved in classrooms. Courses that score high in concept in part one would want to center
their teaching more on understanding the “why” behind the material the students are learning. With the
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results in part two, students believe that they prepare and learn best with the implementation of more labs
or activities that will help them get experience in what any of the formulas or such learned in class actually
mean in the real world. High scores in memorization for either part show that the best way to help students
in the course would be to improve memorization techniques, such as flashcards. Lastly, courses who scored
highly in procedure may find that sufficient examples and practice problems will help improve the students
in their learning.
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Abstract: Orcinus orca, also known as killer whales, are one of the most endangered and captured
marine species. They have been kept in captivity at marine parks and aquariums such as SeaWorld and
Marineland for decades just for entertainment purposes. How can people find a way to make the living
conditions of these whales better? Dr. Ingrid Visser found in her study at Marineland of Antibes, France,
that orcas get many physical problems through their living conditions. Their teeth are worn down, and
they mostly stay in one place. Signs of aggression are also visible, as the whales rake each other with
their teeth, which can cause bleeding and sometimes infections. Aggression is not only between whales,
but also towards many trainers who suffer through accidents that include the death of SeaWorld trainer
Dawn Brancheu. Many solutions have been suggested to solve the problems while working in
cooperation with entertainment companies, but none of them have made any progress. What can
people do to finish properly what we started?
Keywords: Orcas; Killer whales; Captivity; Marine parks

1. Introduction
Orcinus orca, also known as killer whales, are one of the most endangered and captured marine species.
Many scientists and researchers consider orcas to be a whale, due to their massive size, but they are actually
a part of the dolphin family. A male killer whale generally weighs up to 9,000 kilograms, and a female orca
may weigh up to 5,500 kilograms at most (National Geographic Partners, 2020). These marine mammals
can range from small to large. Males can grow up to 9.8 meters, and females can grow up to 8.5 meters,
making them the largest member of the dolphin family (National Geographic Partners, 2020). Killer whales
have been in captivity for centuries purely for entertainment purposes. Studies have been done to orcas at
SeaWorld and many other marine parks that show the damage done to killer whales internally and
externally. In the last 60 years, there have been at least 49 publicly announced orca deaths at Seaworld, and
at least 166 globally (Whale and Dolphin Conservation, 2019). Few killer whales live to be past 17 in
captivity, while killer whales in the wild typically live to be 30, with a maximum life span of 60-70 for males
and 80-over 100 for females (Peta, 2019). Premature deaths are caused by inability to swim, lack of social
communications, chewing on concrete, and many more.
In the wild, orcas swim up to 200 kilometers a day (Peta, 2019). Orcas in captivity mostly stay stationary
in the tank, except for the shows where they will perform for up to 30 minutes (Meah, 2017). An orca would
have to take at least 4280 laps around an average sized performance pool to even start to get the exercise
they need on a regular basis (Peta, 2019). Having no room to move will sometimes cause acts of aggression.
John Hargrove states “There is no room for these whales to run,” in his book Beneath the Surface which
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emphasizes and explains the wrongdoing done by SeaWorld and the truth beyond the 2013 film Blackfish
(Hargrove, 2015). Orcas can sometimes get aggressive towards other whales and trainers (Peta, 2019).
Aggression towards other orcas are usually because they are asserting dominance, which is important in a
killer whale’s social status (Hargrove, 2015). An orca's social structure is formed around the concept of
matriarchy (B. C. Cetacean Sightings Network, 2020). A female always has dominance over males, but a
female that is the strongest and has the most desire for attention is essentially the dominant one in captivity.
Since these whales were all pulled from different parts of the world and from different pods, most of them
don’t get along (Peta, 2019). If any whale upset the dominant whale of her calves, then it is likely that they
will be violently raked (Ric O’Barry’s Dolphin Project, 2020). Raking is when one whale uses his or her
teeth to cut into and harm another whale. Orcas can also show aggression towards humans (Peta, 2019).
Many trainers have been hurt or killed by orcas because of constant boredom or upset whales. Dawn
Brancheau was killed in 2010 at SeaWorld Orlando, by Tilikum, the largest male orca in SeaWorld ever
owned (Hargrove, 2015). In the wild, whoever has the most leadership capabilities would be the dominant
whale.
These intelligent, social, and complex creatures are kept in a swimming pool just so people can be
entertained. It’s inhumane to keep marine mammals with a complex social structure in pools like it’s a
comedy show. This problem has already come too far to be easily stopped.
2. Finding the Statistics
Following many tragic events that occurred in SeaWorld and Lora Parque (Hargrove, 2017), orca
researchers decided to look into whether or not keeping orcas in captivity was such a good idea after all.
That’s when Dr. Ingrid Visser decided to start studying the four whales that were kept in a small pool at
Marineland (France). Dr. Visser was going to find out the real damage done to orcas in captivity, and
possible solutions to killer whales in captivity. The results she found were shocking.
While Visser was studying the whales through scientific research, Jonny Meah was trying to set up a
meeting with one of Marineland’s animal managers, trying to get their perspective on this growing issue.
After many rejections, Marineland finally agreed to do an interview with Jonny about the care of animals.
What had caused these whales to start aggression towards trainers? Does their living conditions have
anything to do with that? How can killer whales make a safe transition back into the wild? Only after
knowing all the facts will researchers be able to start releasing whales back into the wild.
2.1 Study of Marineland’s orcas
Jonny Meah is curious about the ever-growing debate on the captivity of orcas. Meah wants both sides
(orca researchers versus marine parks) to have a say in the matter. Leaving the debate wide open, each side
will get a chance to make their point, and discuss why decisions were made.
Dr. Ingrid Visser has agreed to meet with Jonny, and talk about the issue from her perspective as a
marine biologist. Visser will be visiting Marineland of Antibes from a tourist’s perspective, seeing
everything as a guest would. This ocean themed amusement park owns animals from birds to killer whales,
and has franchises internationally. Visser will also be documenting the wellness checks and activities the
whales participate in throughout the week. Visser hopes to finally prove what she had known all along:
the bad water conditions, small spaces, and diets are harmful for whales in captivity (Meah, 2017). Knowing
the direct information from a study will help reach out to the public with the black and white truth.
The whales will also stay stationary most of the time when they are not performing (Meah, 2017). The
whales can’t get enough exercise in these pools, which can further lead to health issues. How can we set up
a system where the whales can be happy and healthy while people can still learn about them?
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Meanwhile, Jonny was trying to get an appointment or interview with one of Marineland’s animal
specialists to get the perspective of a business and amusement park on the issue. After many trials and
errors, Jonny finally got an interview with Marineland’s zoological director, Jon Kershaw (Meah, 2017).
Kershaw will lead Jonny through a guided question and answer session behind the scenes at Marineland.
This tour will tell Jonny if Marineland realizes what they are doing to animals and will look ahead into
their future.
2.2 Compromise
In order to come up with a system in which both the whales, cooperations, and visitors are happy, there
needs to be the basic knowledge of what the researchers, and companies think of the issue. Without
knowing the intentions of the ideas, then there will never be an ideal solution.
2.3 Orcas at Marineland
Marineland of Antibes, France has four orcas including a young calf. All of the whales were studied as
part of Ingrid’s research.

3. The Truth about Captivity
The results that Dr. Ingrid Visser found were breathtaking: not only were the whales forced to live
under the viewing of spectators every day, they also had harsh living conditions. The whales had worn
down teeth, from chewing on the walls of the tanks they were kept in (Meah, 2017). Their teeth will need
to be drilled and flushed daily in order to keep it healthy (Ric O’Barry’s Dolphin Project, 2020). Teeth
drilling means that the whales will go under a set of procedures that keeps them out of the deep-water
pools for hours (Vissor, 2017). The whales need to be shepherded into a pool that is shallow enough for
trainers and doctors to stand in. Then, a harness is placed around their neck and in their mouth that keeps
their jaw open. Two people will hold the rope of the harness on either side to keep the whale from moving
at all (Vissor, 2017).
The whales mostly stay stationary the whole day, except for performance times (Meah, 2017), which
was even worse than Ingrid had previously thought. She had thought that the whales would at least move
around the pool in a circular motion (Meah, 2017). Orcas, who were used to and designed to swim
hundreds of kilometers a day, were just staying stationary for ¾ of daytime and all of the night.
Occasionally, the trainers will play with the whales by giving them toys and squirting water at them
(Hargrove, 2015). All the behaviors that are performed during these ‘play sessions’ are not natural. Never
in the wild would a whale push a plastic barrel around and jump up to touch a ball. Visser also found
scratch and rake marks all over the whale’s bodies (Meah, 2017). Rake marks are usually from aggression
with another whale. It also almost never happens in the wild because of all the open water (Whale and
Dolphin Conservation, 2019). In captivity, the whales have nowhere to swim (Hargrove, 2015). All of these
issues, the chewing on paint, playing with balls, and aggression with each other, arise due to one reason:
boredom (Meah, 2017). The whales have nothing to do, so they find ways to entertain themselves. Whales
should not have to live in these harsh conditions just to entertain people. It is wrong and inhumane to keep
animals with lives locked up so corporate companies can thrive.
Ingrid suggested that there should be a cove or sea pen (shown in Figure 1) in which captive whales
from all around the world will be brought to (Meah, 2017). The locations of this island is not known, but
the waters must be a suitable temperature for the whales. The white lines represent areas that will be
sectioned off so the whales can be herded into different groups. This way, there will be different sections
the whales can swim through and eventually some whales will be able to adjust to the wild.
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Figure 1: The general layout of the possible sea pen

As the Marineland’s animal director and Jonny walked past the orca tanks, Jonny stated some of the
many concerns Ingrid had mentioned earlier to him. For the tanks, Marineland admitted that they were too
small and shallow for such big creatures (Meah, 2017). Kershaw also admitted that the whales were bored
and therefore, they chewed and pulled paint off of the tanks for fun. This was why the tanks were so bare,
and nothing was used to decorate them. It would just create more things for the whales to chew on (Meah,
2017). While this does not justify the mistreatment of the whales, it at least creates an explanation.
Marineland also brought up a new perspective: if the whales were put back out to the wild, or in a sea
pen, you would still be keeping them in captivity (Meah, 2017). The whales would never be able to fully
adjust to being in the wild. Kershaw also pointed out that going through all that trouble just for their four
whales, would not only be unnecessary, but an awful waste of resources. If this hypothetical sea pen was
built, trainers and vets would still have to take care of them. Not nearly enough fish will come through the
nets and into the areas where the killer whales can catch them, so they will still need to be fed. Orcas in
captivity have also taken lots of antibiotics when they were sick, and vitamins on a daily basis. How could
they possibly take away all that and still have healthy whales? As Kershaw said, whales who were born in
the wild live better in the wild. Whales who were born in captivity, live better in captivity (Meah, 2017).
Marineland doesn’t plan on continuing to breed killer whales. The French government also banned the
breeding of orcas shortly after Jonny’s visit (World Animal Protection, 2019). Marineland will also keep the
last of their killer whales, including their new calf, until they perish. They will be the last of Marineland’s
killer whale population (Meah, 2017).
Something like the sea pen that Ingrid suggested and the problems it will put up that Marineland
pointed out are all aspects of a better solution. It would be best of both interests to have the whales stay in
the captive environments that they are used to and have grown up in. This will ensure that the whales are
healthy and not live in fear. For example, there was a killer whale named Keiko, who was captured at a
young age and brought up in captivity. Keiko’s home was first a Canadian aquarium and later a Mexican
Zoo. His Mexican home was far from perfect. It was a low funded project so Keiko never got all the care he
needed (hot, 2019). He had lots of skin problems (shown in Figure 2) and diseases that the Mexican doctors
simply didn’t know how to cure. Through the rough living conditions, Keiko was one of the friendliest
whales that interacted with humans naturally. That was why he was chosen to star as Willy in the
Hollywood film Free Willy. This hit movie made fans want to know the story of Keiko, who played their
star character.
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Figure 2: Keiko’s skin infection (above pectoral fin)

Fans were not pleased when they found out that Keiko was still in the Mexican aquarium. They started
a huge fundraiser that raised over seven million dollars. This made researchers think, and started the
process of getting Keiko ready for release. After a lot of training and working, Keiko was released into
Norway, where he stayed for about a year before he died of pneumonia. Even when Keiko was in the wild,
he still loved people, and enjoyed having visitors and researchers go to him (hot, 2019).
Sometimes putting animals in environments that they are not used to can cause other health problems,
like depression, anxiety, and constant fear. If what Marineland claims is true, then maybe it is best to keep
the animals in captivity now, and try to improve their living situation (Meah, 2017). Simple actions, like
not making the whales work in order to get fed, and increasing the size of the orca’s pool, can make the
whales a lot happier. Companies and corporations need to stop thinking about how they can make the
most profit. Once people realize that they have changed, and that what they are doing is good for the
whales, more people will automatically visit because they want to support the environment.
Knowing that release will not meet the orcas needs, the whales should be kept in captivity, but they
should no longer perform any shows. Parks like SeaWorld should also make their environments more like
the wild. Live fish will swim in the tanks and rocks will be placed at the bottom to represent a natural
environment. This will allow visitors to keep seeing their beloved whales when they are actually happy.
Parks and companies can still make their money and researchers can come in and study the animal itself.
With the information that Ingrid and Jonny have obtained, further research can be done to understand
the details of the new renovations. Research could be done to see what changes the whales are missing in
their lives, such as bigger pools, more varieties of food, and better veterinary care. If parks can provide the
best living environment with a few changes, then there is no reason to start a long process of releasing
whales who have been in captivity all their lives. Even though renovations may cost a lot, it is worth it for
the living things living as captives all their lives.
4. Conclusion
A new form of education of whales should be formed. The tanks that are currently holding the whales
should be turned into freeform pools. Guests that visit any of the parks should be able to see whales in their
natural habitat, with live fish, algae, and rocks in the pools. The orcas will be fed daily, so that they are not
performing just for food. This is the best solution with the technology we now have. Without the whales
performing, they will start learning how to live a normal life again. With all the new objects put in their
pool, it will feel like a mini version of a natural habitat. Guests that visit the whales will still get to see the
orcas, except they will learn about them as a wild species.
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Some people may say that this process will be extremely expensive and not attractive to visitors. But
most visitors would like to see animals that are happiest in the environment that they are in. The money
towards renovations is about the same as the money used towards the long process of release. After the
renovations are done, parks still are able to have an orca exhibit, which will still bring in profit. With all the
endless performances these living things have gone through, it is the least we could do to help them live a
life, from now on, where they are happy. These renovations are the best thing to do for the whales, they
will finally get a chance to live as they could have.
This solution will allow parks to continue their business while the environment of their animals is
improving. Visitors are happy because they are seeing and learning about whales while the companies are
still making profit. Most visitors would be happier seeing whales that are happy, and not being forced to
do something they don’t want to do. Both sides can continue doing what they see as best fit, while the
health and conditions of the whales are taken into consideration.
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Abstract: Starting from late May of 2019, the Chinese government has started to enforce the garbage
classification law in Beijing, which requires local citizens to mandatorily classify their trash in public
places, such as schools and hospitals, and will gradually cover more areas. In July, the laws on garbage
management were also implemented in Shanghai, with more cities following this footstep. This chain
of events has clearly demonstrated the determination of the Chinese government in dealing with
garbage classification, which has long been a significant problem in China, in order to protect the
environment and develop sustainable cities. This paper combines a variety of sources, including
internet webpages and interviews, etc., to analyze different aspects of the laws implemented by the
Chinese government in Shanghai and Beijing, including their benefits and problems, to finally form a
prediction that the laws would not succeed or show evident effectiveness for these cities in the near
future. This paper helps provide insights to the garbage classification policies, and advocates that
citizens should wait patiently for the success of the laws, instead of bragging or criticizing them right
away.
Keywords: garbage classification; laws; sustainability; Shanghai; Beijing; effectiveness

1. Introduction
China has surpassed the United States in becoming the largest trash producing country in recent years.
According to a recent review on garage in China, China produces 254 million tons of garbage a year, about
a third of a kilogram per person per day, which is a third of the world's annual trash and garbage output
(Hays, 2014). In recent years, the amount of disposed garbage in China grew in an even faster rate than the
increase before. A graph showing the Amount of disposed garbage in China from 1990 to 2018 is shown in
Figure 1. As can be seen in Figure 1, between 2014 and 2017, the amount of disposed garbage in China
increased about 12 million tons each year. In contrast, the amount increased 15 million tons in total for the
previous four years, between 2011 and 2014. Each urban dweller in China produces about a half ton of
garbage a year (Hays, 2014). Specifically, in Beijing, 20 million residents generate about 18,000 tons a day
in total. 85 percent of the trash produced in China goes to landfills (Hays, 2014). These statistics can provide
some idea for the seriousness of the garbage management problem in China.
However, it takes a long time, or even forever, for some types of trash to biodegrade in soil. Some of
the common types of trash, and the time it take for them to degrade are listed in Table 1. As can be seen in
Table 1, it takes almost a hundred years for the package of chips and other similar types of package used
for delivery to degrade in soil. It takes 500 years for the plastic bottles to degrade in soil. Moreover, the
glass bottles and glass cans would perhaps never degrade at all. These are all very common types of trash
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that people discard in their everyday lives. If these trash are buried in landfills without being classified,
they would never disappear, occupying the limited land space in the country. This is one of the problems
that China is currently facing: the lack of space for landfills. Furthermore, China’s municipal garbage
sorting largely relies on scavengers and workers at sanitation stations, who collect the trash from the
garbage bins. As the market value of food scraps is much lower than recyclable trash such as paper and
plastic, both the formal and informal sectors are reluctant to thoroughly sort food waste without financial
incentives (Liu, 2017). Since food scraps comprise 50 to 70 percent of China’s municipal solid waste, this
becomes a great barrier that inhibits China from sorting garbage successfully (Liu, 2017). There are many
more problems caused by the lack of management of garbage, such as air pollution, water pollution, etc. In
order to improve these problems, garbage classification is necessary. As a result, China started its first
formal attempt to demand mandatory garbage classification domestically this year, in 2019.
Figure 1: Amount of disposed garbage in China from 1990 to 2017 in million tons (Statista, 2019).

Table 1: The time it takes for different types of trash to biodegrade in soil (Administration office of
Changsha, 2019).
Type of trash

The time it takes for it
to degrade in soil

Tissue paper, paper
bags, newspapers, etc.

1 month

Clothes
made
of
cotton, paperback, etc.

6 months

Package of chips

70—80 years

Plastic bottles

500 years

Glass
cans

bottles,

glass

Perhaps never

2. Basic Regulations of Garbage Classification
The central government has set a list of detailed laws in Beijing and Shanghai. Here are some most
important and basic ones. Household waste in the cities is now required to be sorted into four categories:
wet garbage (household food), dry garbage (residual waste), recyclable waste, and hazardous waste (Zuo
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& Yan, 2019). Rubbish bins that were previously taken all types of household waste are removed from
buildings. Instead, residents need to visit the designated trash collection stations to dispose different types
of waste during designated periods of the day (Zuo & Yan, 2019). Waste transporters are then asked to use
classified vehicles to transport the garbage in order, and have the right to refuse to carry the trash if it is
misclassified. (Zuo & Yan, 2019). Moreover, companies and organizations who disobey the new rules could
be fined 50,000-500,000 yuan (US$7,000-70,000), while individual offenders risk a fine of 50-200 yuan (Zuo
& Yan, 2019).
Overall, the new rules showcase the two main goals: to clearly separate waste for a more effective
recycling process, and to place tighter restrictions on the waste output of businesses and government
departments.
3. Benefits
Garbage classification could solve a variety of problems. Firstly, waste sorting could help cut the time
and money China devoted to the process of burying the garbage. After sorting, recyclable waste can become
a resource, kitchen waste is composted to be turned into fertilizer, and hazardous waste such as batteries
can be processed in specific ways. The other types of waste, classified as dry refuse, will be burned (Yan,
2019). This helps not only develop a much more convenient process of managing trash, but also reduce the
waste dramatically by reusing recyclable materials that are thrown away. A number of items made of a
variety of materials, such as glass, steel, plastic, cotton, can all be recycled and reused. The amount of
recycled object and the amount that is saved is shown in Table 2. If these laws are successfully implemented,
a large quantity of raw materials would be saved, which helps solving multiple problems, such as the lack
of resources, pollution due to manufacturing, etc. Also, space for landfills can be saved, because more
materials would be used repeatedly, and less materials would be thrown away into landfills after being
only used once.
Table 2: The items saved through recycling different amounts of objects (Administration office of
Changsha, 2019).
Amount of object that is
recycled
1 ton of used glass
1 glass bottle
1 ton of used steel

1 ton of cans

1 ton of used plastic
1 ton of used paper
1 ton of used clothes
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What can be saved
Can generate 2,000 glass
bottles with 500g-volume
Can save the energy to light a
bulb for 4 hours
Can generate 0.9 ton of quality
steel; can save 1.6 ton of iron
minerals
Can generate 1 ton of quality
aluminum; can save 20 ton of
aluminum ore
Can save 6 ton of oil
Can save 300 kg of timber; can
save 12—17 trees
Can generate 0.99 ton of
quality cotton; can save 0.8 ton
of raw material of cotton
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In addition, the implementation of these laws also has potential economic benefits, as it creates more
jobs and business opportunities. For instance, a new service - rubbish throwing service - is becoming
common in Shanghai, as well as in Beijing (Zuo & Yan, 2019). It offers services to visit homes, collect waste,
and throw it into the right bin at a designated time for citizens (Zuo & Yan, 2019). One man who runs a
rubbish throwing service charges 30 yuan a month for those living on the ground and first floors, 40 yuan
for those on the second and third, and 50 yuan for the fourth and fifth (Zuo & Yan, 2019). In this way, the
garbage classification laws have provided man as such opportunities of employment, as is the same with a
lot of other individuals.
Overall, the garbage classification laws benefit the society in many aspects, both economically and
environmentally. There is no doubt that these laws will be able to help solve the current problems to some
extent, if they are executed as what is expected.
4. Problems
Beside the potential benefits that come with the laws, the problems that arise from these regulations
should be examined as well. Until now, the regulations have been implemented for more than 5 months in
Beijing, and 4 months in Shanghai. Despite some positive results that were shown, complaints and
criticisms composed the majority among people’s reactions. In the interview I conducted in September 8, a
resident who has lived in Beijing for 16 years since he was born described what he has witness: “Everyone
learn from the news that garbage classification has started, but there is no actual change. It was advertised
that garbage classification should have started in public places, but the fact is that the hospitals and the
schools are exactly the same as before. There is still that single garbage bin in my school and in the hospital
near our house. I just threw all my trash into that bin, and I was never fined for doing that.” (Han, 2019).
This is only one example from the citizens that the change after the laws is very slight, or even negligible.
It is certain that the laws were not strictly executed. Also, even though the punishments are listed clearly
in the laws, people are not monitored strictly enough, since it would be so difficult to arrange law
enforcement in every corner within such a big city, or identify who the person is after he or she is caught
by the camera. As a result, there is no practical solution to fine citizens for their misbehavior.
This problem in Beijing could be easily attributed to the fact that the garbage classification laws in
Beijing has just started implementing them; however, in Shanghai, where the laws have been implemented
longer, and people are monitored a lot more strictly, different problems still emerged. Since this is the first
time that the Chinese government officially puts forward laws on garbage classification, most citizens have
neither acquired professional knowledge on garbage classification, nor developed even the simplest habits
of doing it. (Zhang, 2019) Consequently, they often misunderstood the requirements, and could not follow
them correctly. In this case, when too many people violated the regulations, the government could not fine
each and every one of them, causing some of them to push their luck, and continuously do the wrong thing.
This would only be resolved when more people have successfully developed habits of classifying trash in
the future, which is going to be a long and difficult process, because people are only forced to classify their
garbage right now. When they lose their enthusiasm someday, it is hard to say whether they would
maintain what they are doing currently.
Moreover, the system of garbage classification is not mature yet. According to Lihua Zhang, a
WWF worker, some cleaners and rubbish trucks mix the waste when they collect it, despite residents being
asked to throw different types of trash in different bins (Zhang, 2019). As a result, the trash goes to landfills
with all the types mixed together again, which counteracts the efforts people put in classifying.
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5. Conclusions
Because of the various benefits that garbage classification has, it is definitely reasonable and necessary
for the Chinese government to set up such regulations about garbage classification, starting in Beijing and
Shanghai. However, people should be aware that these rules would not show effect immediately. It is
normal that people need some time to develop their habits of garbage classification, and that some
loopholes may still exist in the current operation system of garbage classification, as this is the first time
they have ever been exposed to this new concept. Japan took an entire generation to implement its waste
sorting system effectively, so people in China should not have the expectation that such an initiative will
succeed in a short time period. Consistency is the key for them, that is, to form their habits of garbage
classification someday without the need of mandatory regulations. That is the point when China succeeds
in garbage classification, and it is worth waiting.
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Abstract: Many generations of scientists have tried to understand the concept of consciousness and all
its secrets. We can't really define which part of our brain really controls consciousness so it is a topic
that most people can't wrap their heads around. The simplest definition I can give to this topic is "when
a being is aware of their existence and can feel, they are conscious". I create a situation where we
replicate the human brain using computer components to try and isolate or even create consciousness.
The closest we have come to really creating a conscience is AI. If we can make our neurons into millions
of wires and use many interesting software to replicate our memory would we have a truly self-aware
being? Discovering all the secrets of consciousness would really benefit our world in nanotech, and
solving world problems from another perspective. I bring together the idea of technology and
neuroscience to create and discover new information about AI and how human consciousness works.
The idea of transferring human consciousness into a robot would be a new upgraded AI that would
solve problems like aging. We would be able to transfer our consciousness only when we can isolate
and understand the source of consciousness.
Keywords: Consciousness, Artificial Intelligence, Conscious, Neuroscience

1. Introduction
What makes you, truly you? Some may say that it's their talents or skills. Some may say it's their
physical bodies. The ones who think out of the box say it’s what makes them aware and conscious. But let
me ask you, what is consciousness? What separates your consciousness from mine? What lets you be you,
and me be me? Is it our behaviors or thoughts? When you dive deep into what consciousness is, you will
come to a sort of paradox. There is no part of the brain that controls the real you, your brain is split into
many parts. To define consciousness is hard, and to prove that something is conscious is harder than you
think. Nobody truly knows everything about consciousness and it is still one of the biggest mysteries. In
this paper, I want to shine more light on why we need to do more research and show what my perspective
on consciousness is. If we understand conscience then our progress in life would propel even faster because
of all the technological advancements we can take. The biggest question I want to answer is “What is
consciousness?” The research on this subject is not extremely deep; Annaka and numerous other scientists
have found out that consciousness is not just tailored to your physical body. The main requirements of
consciousness are to have logic and mostly awareness (Harris, 2019). The way to be conscious is to realize
and have an imagination, to be able to know and theorize. To the answer the question, I need visit many
other subtopics and questions too. I have compiled research from many sources, and I want to bring it all
together and hypothesize my own experiment to sum things up.
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Many people have tried to tackle this question many different ways. Scientists, psychologists, and even
neurologists have difficulty finding the answers. Some people took the poetic and philosophical path “you
are what you feel and what you experience”. Some people took a psychological turn on consciousness, and
there was also a neuroscientific root. To answer the big question, I have to ask about consciousness in other
fields of studies. I would have to use neuroscience and the fact that your brain is just neurons and electric
charges to come to a conclusion. Due to the extreme similarity, I can compare mechanical and biological
consciousness to see how robots can someday become artificially intelligent (AI), perhaps even have our
brains uploaded (Macdonald, 2018). Some people argue that AI solely means that if the robot can trick
someone into believing it’s a human then it is AI. What my definition of AI is, when we can create a
functioning and unique brain where the computer has control and can make its own decisions. If the robot
is aware and knowing of its existence in this world, then I consider that true consciousness. I would also
move on to the neurological side and say that if you can have multiple memories or experiences and
connect them together to make a fictional memory, then that is consciousness or AI. Not only should it be
able to have an experience, but it should be able to understand that the experience and everything in it is
from this earth. For example, to be conscious you should be able to have neurons fire and take specific
models and experiences of objects to decide what a cat is or what a cat is not (Falk, 2019). Many scientists
have discovered what consciousness isn’t linked to. They know that it is not linked to the body or a separate
part of the brain, instead it is the brain as a whole (Harris, 2019). Evolution also has a big part; many
centuries of evolution has made the venus flytrap have a memory of sorts. When a gust of wind or rain
touches the flytrap, it does not normally close; a fly has to touch two hairs on the plant to register it to close.
Therefore, the plant has to remember or sense that the first hair has been touched. However, scientists have
deduced that plants are not conscious. The only way plants are conscious is if they have some sort of inner
life that philosophers are searching for. The likelihood of that is almost 0, therefore using probability I can
deduce with complete certainty that plants don’t have a conscience (Harris, 2019). To add on, most of the
time consciousness is just an extra trait to evolution, so only organisms that need and benefit from being
conscious will evolve to gain it. Anything mobile should probably have consciousness so that it may hunt
and know what it is looking for (Graziano, 2016).
Our brains have to have the capacity of holding an inner world in our heads. We know that something
exists even without seeing it. We can understand that dimensions exist and that we are aware of other
beings and organisms (Graziano, 2016). I want you to close your eyes. Picture a tree with seven apples on
it. Have you ever seen a tree like the one you pictured ever before? If not then that just goes to show how
much your conscience works to create models of trees and apples. Without directly looking at one, you can
remember and imagine what an apple looks like because your conscience has created a model in your brain
(Graziano, 2016).
Most people look at the problem of consciousness, and it really confuses them, because we are thinking
about thinking. To wrap our heads around this concept is hard. The only thing we can say for certain is
that we humans are conscious, because we created the term, and we set the guidelines of what is conscious
and what isn’t. Speaking of those boundaries, most people don’t know what is considered to be conscious,
so in the following, I will dive deep into the requirements for our concept of awareness. I will first be giving
a concrete definition of what consciousness is. There are many perspectives to consciousness, so I will visit
each idea from different departments, and find one definition that most people would agree upon. There
have been many things done with consciousness linking to AI. I will dive deeper into the realm of
automatons and the conscience of robots. Since we cannot experiment with consciousness, we need to
experiment with AI. The stages of answering my question requires many more questions, like what is AI,
or where is consciousness located? We see what has been done already and what scientists hope to do in
the future. Then I give a proposal about creating truly conscious AI, and how I would go upon trying that.
There would be many obstacles for my idea, but I talk about those topics and find innovative ideas.
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Continuing on the path of AI, an idea is brought to mind about brain scanning. The question of what is
consciousness can be answered through scanning our brain and creating technology to replicate what we
call a conscience. It is like performing a simulation to find out the answer. We create AI to find the answer
to consciousness. With all those ideas in mind, the future would be impacted greatly if we can truly answer
the question of “what is consciousness?” Many new discoveries are just on the verge and hopefully this
paper can open many doors for people.
2. Brief Definition
To really dive into this subject, I need to first find a definition that can fit the word consciousness. There
are many people who give it different definitions from their perspectives. There are neurologists,
psychologists, and even philosophers who have tried to define human awareness, but I plan to find a main
definition that all people agree upon. I found Thomas Nagel’s definition to be vague but also true. Thomas
Nagel is an American philosopher that went out to find his own definition of consciousness. He claimed
that “an organism being conscious is if there is something to be like that organism or the most basic form
of experience” (Harris, 2019). When you are conscious, you know you exist and you feel different needs.
For example, famish or thirst, those are some things that most conscious beings feel. Many people have
found that consciousness takes specific traits. The most basic type of awareness is to feel something as that
organism. For example, you can feel tired while a rock cannot, and a ferret can feel famished while a piece
of bread cannot. Those kinds of very basic feelings are the bottom of all awareness, meaning if an organism
can feel these needs then it is most certainly conscious. If you are not in control of your thoughts and body,
then you can’t be conscious because you are technically just a robot being programmed. The more conscious
you are, the more you’re aware of your surroundings. If you are asleep, you are less conscious than when
you are awake (Harris, 2019).
Another part of consciousness is the brain. Most people automatically think that the brain controls our
conscious thinking. The real question is: what part controls that? The medulla controls breathing, the
temporal lobe controls memory and language, and your frontal lobe controls your personality and behavior,
but which part is you? The answer to that question is that you are defined by every part of your brain,
which in some sense means your consciousness stems from your brain. You cannot just take a single part
and call that you. The person that inhabits the body is the entire brain connected together and all working
in unison to do one task, that one goal which is to live and reproduce (Hines, 2018). Now that it is
established that the whole brain is what a human being's conscience is, we can find out the secrets behind
the requirements and how something can become conscious. If you are a lump of matter on the ground,
and you suddenly grow a pumping heart, you can say that you are not conscious. If that lump were to
grow a brain, you can say it is conscious, but it wouldn’t live if it couldn’t get an energy source because it
has no senses. The lines to conscience and lump are still very fuzzy, but I have compiled some more
research, and I would like to present the most basic requirements of consciousness, referencing many
neurologists, psychologists and philosophers (Harris, 2019).
On the track of “what is consciousness?” we know where it comes from, so now we need to know when
it came to be. Scientists say that conscience arrived from evolution and the survival of not only the fittest
but the most aware (Glasgow, 2018). When you think of our past, it is extremely hard to think of a time
when we didn’t exist, before anything with consciousness existed. Michael Graziano, a psychologist and
neurologist, explains how consciousness is one of the most important biological traits any organism can
receive. He also explains that we are an evolutionary miracle, our neurons fight over what to do based on
what happens. The “loudest most heard” neurons get picked to carry out their decision and actions
(Glasgow, 2018). When selective evolution was happening, animals that were “better safe than sorry” were
more prone to live and reproduce, therefore giving offspring to more aware animals. Consciousness did
not just suddenly appear but happened through multiple stages. When a mammal misinterprets rustling
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grass as a lion that is fine, but if an animal fails to hear the lion, then it is taken out of the gene pool and
killed (Graziano, 2016). The original function of awareness was probably to drive something to go and find
food (Mashour, 2013). To be conscious, you should also have an image of the world. For example, you
should be able to tell the difference between your food and what wants you as food. You should also
probably have a sense of space and area. When animals go around hunting, they can visualize the area that
they themselves and their food encompasses, which allows the animal to survive and reproduce (Keefe,
2014).
The more senses you have, the better and more aware you are. You can’t be a non-moving, non-oral or
visual species, because what would you do if that was the case? You can’t reproduce and have more
conscious lumps around the world. To know what you need to hunt or eat, you need to either be able to
see, smell or hear. Those help you in life to find food and a mate. So a part of the definition to be conscious
is that you must have some aspect of sense.
3. Different Perspectives
There are many perspectives in the field of consciousness. The main ones I want to also cover other
than technological and neuroscience are philosophy, psychology, ecology, and what all of the fields have
in common. Kristian Marlow, a psychologist, explains how consciousness is extremely hard to explain due
to all of the types of consciousness in his field. He talks about the debate that has been going on. He also
goes on to explain that consciousness has multiple stages, for example physical and mental connections
between neurons. Throughout our life, we build connections between neurons so they can work faster.
There are physical connections between them, and ones that work together but from a distance. He uses
this idea to construct bridges of the connections in our brain, whether physical or mental (Marlow, 2013).
If I look into ecology or plants and if they are conscious, that is a different level. Earlier I said plants
are not conscious, now with a definition and a new perspective we can say otherwise. Annaka Harris
explains the processes of memory and understanding in a plant even though it does not have a brain. For
example, a venus flytrap has a sort of memory, which ecologists have determined through their
experiments. When a single hair on the plant is touched, the plant knows to not close the mouth, because
the disturbance is minor, and it could possibly just be some wind. But when two hairs are touched or a
considerable force is applied, the mouth closes. Ecologists have determined that the plant has to know, feel,
or remember the forces it experiences. There are species of plants that communicate their needs, and also
organized attacks on enemy species (Harris, 2019). With that kind of power, it is hard not to see why plants
can’t also have a form of consciousness. Since they can communicate, organize and even remember (Harris,
2019). It is just not certain yet. There is much more to discover.
In a spiritual manner, consciousness is also related or known as the soul of the person. You can ask the
question “at what point are you, not you?” They say if you stripped everything, the only thing you need to
be “you” is your soul. In fantasy, a soul is normally portrayed as a little ball of fire in the center of your
body or a ghostly spirit. That little ball of fire also represents all your memories and the connections in your
brain to make up who you are. Sometimes, objects will have a soul but certainly they don’t have a
conscience. For example, some may suggest some dolls have souls, but for sure we can determine it does
not have awareness (Depung, 2017). To some extent, all these perspectives are connected, and all go off the
same root which is Thomas Nagel’s definition. They aren’t completely different, and we need all
perspectives to come up with a final product of consciousness. Also, we need one concrete root of a
definition so we can the question.
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4. Previous Work on AI
AI is one of the avenues that we can use to understand conscience. Sometimes learning the subject isn’t
enough; you have mastered a subject when you can teach and create it. Therefore, I want to reach further
into artificial intelligence, so I can wrap all the ideas together and bring this paper to a full circle.
Kevin Schawinski, a well-known astrophysicist, has used AI to do generative modeling and many other
things. He does it to try and understand this subject even more. I want to gather some information to give
a background on this subject and what everyone else has found. The definition of AI is a field of engineering
and science where a robot can replicate the answers of a human, and trick a person into believing the robot
is a human. One of the subfields is speech recognition and image recognition. Humans can tell if something
is a cat or not, but robots can’t, even with a reference. The computer doesn’t truly understand what a cat is,
and it won’t be able to tell a truck and cat apart. Many corporations have already made many face
recognition software to help their program outshine the rest. Many of them are not perfect. Sometimes they
can confuse objects that look like faces as actual human faces. The reason they confuse things with each
other is because they are not conscious. They may seem conscious on the outside but that doesn’t mean
they are. It’s a state called pseudo awareness (false sense of awareness). The fact that the AI right now is
not conscious will help us narrow down the truth of awareness and answer the question. People use things
like rules and traits to make the robot as precise as possible. For example, if there is a dark pixel surrounded
by light pixels that is a hole or an eye. That program can also count as AI, because it is something that can
determine the grouping of an object (Falk, 2019). But AI does not directly correlate to conscience. This is
why I want to look into this further, to figure out the differences between AI and consciousness, and maybe
how we can create robots that are aware.
There is also another sort of AI which is human conversation. If the program can speak to a person and
communicate its own ideas and thoughts, then the program is very much AI. If the programmer didn’t just
implement a group of answers it can use, then the program is a success. One way they can achieve that is
by giving it a sample of answers to different questions, and the program can find the similarities of answers
so it can create its own. In the end, you should have a piece of technology that has some form of shallow
consciousness, and it should understand the questions and everything. After a while, it can also create its
own questions and evolve to making statements. Everything evolves and at a point, it should be
independent and not only faking consciousness, but truly obtaining it. Then again to wrap it back around,
a shallow form of consciousness is not what I am searching for. If your robot can answer questions with
answers, you’ve never seen before we can call that AI but not awareness, since it doesn’t realize its world
and the truth of where it resides (Graziano, 2016).
What we need to achieve next to find the answer is uploading our brains to computers as a form of
giving a piece of technology consciousness. If we could map our brains and directly put it onto a computer,
then that makes our brains immortal, or at least very resilient. Cancers would just turn into bugs and
viruses. We would remember more and think faster. We would be super humans. Our brains remember
things because our neurons create a passcode of signals when a memory is created. When we remember
that memory the passcode is replayed. One of the bigger questions is if all the memories would be kept if
only the physical tissue was copied, or would the electrical signals it sent be remembered? What I theorize
is that if the brain (on the computer) can get an energy source, then the neurons will fire like they did before.
After years of firing a certain way, they adapted to that one certain way. So any energy input will result in
the memories being kept and remembered. The future of the brain would change though; it would be able
to have storage added to it, and the speed at which it could learn would also increase. This adds to our idea
of awareness. We can determine that without a memory, conscience wouldn’t happen. Next part, I want to
give a proposal which will open up many doors from AI to consciousness. It will answer the question by
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checking the results with the perspectives of psychologists like Kristian Marlow and other professionals
that defined awareness (Marlow, 2013).
5. Proposal
The question of “what is consciousness?” can be answered by asking more questions. I will go deep
into AI to experiment if our brains are the true source of consciousness or not. So the question to ask is, can
robots be conscious? Or can we upload our brains to computers? Since I explained what has already been
done about AI you will be able to see why this idea is new and very possible. My proposal will be able to
answer many different questions, because I already have a concrete definition from Thomas Nagel that I
can reference off of, and it can pinpoint exactly the root of our awareness. Many people have created AI,
but the definition of it is “a robot that can act like a human or trick a human to think it is conscious even
though it may not be human.” Many people say that if a robot can trick someone into thinking it is a human,
then it is AI. But what I will be referring to in this paper is if a robot is following the definition “an organism
being conscious is if there is something to be like that organism or the most basic form of experience.” then
it is AI. When you search online for robots that can talk to you, they are all programmed to do what they
do, but if a robot can create its own decisions, thoughts and know that it exists in this world, then in my
case it will be classified as AI. Sophia (as is shown in Figure 1), an android, can create its own decisions and
thoughts, yet we can determine it is not conscious by looking at the programming. The lines become very
fuzzy because we may not be able to know for sure if the robot understands their existence.

Figure 1. Sophia, a modern AI android
So to unlock the truth on awareness, let me propose an idea on AI. If my brain is made from neurons
that fire electricity, then let them be wires. If my thoughts and ideas are a specific firing of those neurons,
then let my thoughts be a memory disk. For my logical side of my brain let that be a neural network that
learns right from wrong and comparing values. For my creative hemisphere let that be a neural network
that learns from different creative answers and learns to create its own ideas.
To be more descriptive on those parts of our brain, let me elaborate. The first part is the neurons. An
average human brain has around 100 billion neurons (Cherry, 2019). Many of those neurons develop
throughout the human brain, and connect with each other to create memories and different pathways.
Every person's brain grows differently due to their own experience, throughout a person's life, their brain
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will make more connections to remember more information. Many people think that people grow more
neurons, but that is false. Adults simply have more connections between neurons as they grow, but they
have just as many neurons as a developed teenager (Boldrini, 2018). So wires would have to be able to be
very thin and extremely plentiful. The next part of the brain that could be recreated would be the thoughts
and memories. In the organic human brain, the thoughts and memories are made from specific timings that
the neurons fire off signals. To recreate that, you should have a motherboard that is connected to all the
wires, and this motherboard extremely complicated. It would be coded with different slots of memory
where when specific neurons fire at a specific time, a memory is triggered and brought to a specific area
where the brain replays the memory. At the beginning there are no memories, the robot has to create
thoughts, and each thought is assigned a group of neurons that fire in an order. After every single possible
neuron and order is assigned to a memory, its brain is full. Somehow it needs to have the ability to “forget
memories,” or we can add an extra memory card to increase the memory capacity. All of that seems pretty
extreme, but I’m sure that in a few years, we will have the technology to make that happen. Now that we
have found a good substitute for each part of the brain, we can inch closer to finding what consciousness
is or how it can be created.
The next two areas of the brain are extremely similar, the sides that tell right from wrong or a dog
compared to a cat. They are the two hemispheres of the brain, logical and creative or language. There are
two ways to create this. The first way is pretty farfetched, but logically it should function, by using the
memory card and fixating on what memory is good and what memory is bad. Just like a human, after many
years of telling what is right and what is wrong, it should be able to predict what is right or wrong and
react accordingly. Another method would be to use neural networks. A neural network is a program that
we feed information into, and tell which information is good and which information is bad. After thousands
of examples, the neural network should have created a pattern to determine right from wrong. For the
logical hemisphere, I would use a neural network that gave millions of answers right from wrong to let it
understand about justice and equality. The creative side would also be a neural network that learns
different things like language and emotion from pictures and audio. Then there would be a voice box that
takes clips of those voices and merges them together to answer questions. You can tell now that this is true
AI consciousness, it’s existing and feeling, and we can follow perfectly with Thomas Nagel’s definition and
they match. For the neural network in language, the original audio would have a question and answers
from many people. The robot would learn how to answer that question from the samples, then there would
be hundreds of questions with over millions of answers to help the robot. There would also have to be
microphones that listen to the questions and match keywords to the sample questions. If you think about
it, our consciousness also starts like this; after years of living and experience you learn more. After years of
the robot listening and answering questions, it would answer more correctly. Finally, for the robot to depict
objects, it would need cameras that can send the video to the motherboard, and it would use the
motherboard to try and identify the object, then act accordingly. It would need a source of energy, and for
that it could be an outlet for all that matters, but all it needs is energy. With this proposal, the definition
and this robot matches perfectly; it can feel emotions and it can feel tired from running out of batteries.
This proposal truly answers more questions and we get a better picture of what awareness is. It also helps
us pinpoint exact locations of consciousness.
Obviously, there is so much more to a brain then those parts, but imagine we make it possible to
replicate each part of the brain with a machine, then we should theoretically be able to have a functioning
artificial intelligence. If we give a learning program millions of scans of different kinds of brains and we let
it create its own unique brain, by meshing different people's brains together. We should, in theory, have a
brain that is unique to itself. We then take the new brain that the machine made and create it using machine
parts like I mentioned before and create artificial consciousness. Basically we have a software that takes
brain scans and creates a blueprint for a new brain. We then take the blueprint and using my idea of wires
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to neurons etc. We can create a physical working mechanical brain. The brain is just one huge neural
network slowly building itself throughout your life, and technically our brain is just an extremely complex
machine. But if our machine brain doesn’t have a conscience, then we can deduce the brain has nothing to
do with consciousness. If we find out that replicating our brain perfectly still doesn’t give us a working
awareness, then that still answers a part of the question “what is consciousness?” because we can now say
that it is not the brain. But that doesn’t mean that the AI cannot become conscious after creating a brain of
its own. At the moment, our brains are too hard to duplicate intentionally, but since our brain only takes
up a finite amount of space, then our cerebrals should theoretically be able to be mapped out. In addition,
when humans are pregnant, our body needs to create a brain on its own, which is amazing. As soon as one
artificial intelligence creates a functioning brain, then that means they have completed the requirements of
conscience to our standards. This area has explained many things and we can take a lot of valuable
information out of it. Since consciousness and AI are getting really close to becoming one, as soon as we
can create consciousness, we answer the question of this paper.
When I explained that each part of the brain can be created by mechanical parts I know it is possible.
Our brain is made through centuries of evolution, and that means someday technology would be advanced
enough to replicate the human brain. Our cerebrum is technically a neural network that went through
many years of learning. Until that day comes, we should be able to map the human brain on a computer in
the near future. Our progress is truly growing at a fast pace, and an article states that our progress is
exponential, at the point we are at right now, humans can get to advanced brain mapping in 100-500 years
(Dror, 2015). In Crossing Zebra’s graph of exponential human innovation, as is shown in Figure 2, you can
see that each point is more advanced than the next. Each invention is also closer in time to the next.

Figure 2. Crossing Zebras graph of exponential human innovation
Many universities and major countries are working on creating a connectome, which is a map where
it shows where each part of your brain connects to. Humans have been able to map out only one species
brain so far, the c elegans. The difference is that they have only 302 neurons while humans have over 100
billion (Cherry, 2019). The problems I see in my proposal are that this brain cannot be fully compared to a
human’s brain. The truth is that humans are biological, and over the course of time our brain makes new
connections, while computers and AI cannot do that without being organic and growing. When it comes
to these sorts of guesses, it's hard to imagine AI becoming organic. If it does, is it even considered a robot
anymore? As you can see, my proposal has a few holes in it, but technically if we create a unique brain
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and let it develop, we should have functioning consciousness. The uses of this would be infinite, as we
would be able to understand the human brain a lot better and get to unlock many more secrets. For
example, we could find how and why illnesses related to the brain occur and either prevent or cure them.
That one opportunity would save many thousands of lives. If robots can be conscious with only a brain,
then we have answered our question. Consciousness originates from the brain with certainty. In this case,
AI directly relates to awareness and our questions. We cannot experiment directly on consciousness,
since we do not know what it truly is, but we can experiment on AI which will lead us to the answer.
The proposal I just made is completely possible, but will definitely take very long to achieve. If our
brain can be made from evolution, then there must be technology that can replicate each part of the brain.
Hopefully in the future, humans can adventure further without having to work and spend energy on
other tasks. Many scientists have dedicated their lives to finding the secret about consciousness, but
before we can find out the truth we need to see if the brain has anything to do with it at all. There could
be some second entity that is like a “soul,” and that soul is the real “you”. Many types of questions can be
answered through this one experiment. There are many things that helped humans take the next step in
society, and I think one of those steps needs to be that we should be able to fully understand humans and
their motivations. The true answer from testing and experimenting AI then having it match up with all
the definitions and opinions of professionals shows that AI can be conscious if it feels emotions or needs.
That means that our brain is consciousness as a whole, and that we need to have all parts working
together to understand our world. We can only answer our questions if the project is completed, write
now we can only imagine the possibilities. I the outcome of the project creates consciousness then we
know consciousness relates to the brain. We need to know more about the brain to answer the depths of
my questions. We don’t understand ourselves or brains completely yet, and I think that is the next leap in
our species. Therefore, to understand ourselves more, we have to actually scan our brains. Technology is
developing fast; more and more detail is being captured from our brains onto computers. I will be giving
more explanations on brain mapping.
6. Brain Scans and Maps
Other than giving a new conscience to robots, our brains can be transferred to a robot. To successfully
achieve this, we need to fully understand our brains and be able to map them. It is extremely hard to map
the brain, because the way everything entangles. People can’t even map out one tenth of a millimeter
worth of brain matter in a rodent. But since our brains take up a finite amount of space, we will be able to
map it out in the future (Cherry, 2019).
The brain will be transferred to a program. A problem we will certainly face is storage space, as brains are
extremely powerful and they take a lot of power to use, therefore the computer needs to be more
powerful than the ones we have in 2020. But, if we go past that problem, we should have a conscience in a
computer program. With all this brain mapping becoming a reality, we have to consider the future
impacts. The answer to our question from the proposal is all the parts of our brain working together is
how conscience arises, that deduction is a big step in finding the truth. We can understand where
consciousness comes from now. The impacts of using consciousness and AI to its full potential are
limitless, and will change humanity for the better (Mashour, 2013).
7. Future Impacts
When people think of these subjects, it boggles their minds until they realize that we need to learn
more about consciousness for the sake of our species. If we don’t even know ourselves, how can we
progress? There are several reasons as to why we need to do more research on this subject, and the uses
that it can reveal. First off, being able to use true AI to do work only humans could once do is great. For
example, if there are random objects needing sorting, you don’t have to waste time doing it, but just let a
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robot work it out by itself. Also, in the future, we can upload all the learning skills to our brains, we can
advance and learn extremely fast. If possible, the understanding of consciousness can make us find out
things like how to hack our brains and do things we couldn’t do before, or we can even upload our own
conscience onto a computer into an android. If we get to a point where we can upload our own
conscience into robots, then humans have technically won the battle of species. Robots can’t get tired,
therefore we can produce energy more efficiently. We just basically stopped diseases and almost
anything organic that can harm us. The one thing that can happen if we upload ourselves that may seem
very sci-fi is a virus that overtakes us. The probability is actually very high, since we are all electronic in
this theoretical future. It is possible for one human to create a virus to spread and “shut down” everyone.
Since we pinpointed that consciousness is directly associated with our brains, we can try matching it
to our definition. We match perfectly with Thomas Nagel’s definition, we feel therefore we are aware,
after the proposal, a few extra questions and ideas on AI, we understand our brain a lot more now. With
a better understanding of our brains, we can eradicate many or most diseases and cancers involving the
brain. By knowing more about our cerebrals, we can also modify our cerebrum to think faster and more
efficiently. We can essentially hack our encephalon, since we know every nook and cranny of it and make
humans an extremely advanced civilization. All these things are extremely far into the future, but if we
never even attempt to unravel the mysteries of our brain then we may as well never progress or dream at
all (Kumar, 2019).
To go back to tasks we can achieve more easily with the help of researched consciousness and
conscious AI, we can use robots to help us think of the global temperature crisis’ solutions and carry out
those tasks. They are a higher level of life forms compared to us, but we should always have something to
counteract them just in case they go rogue. We don’t need to waste human energy, but since robots don’t
feel pain, they can help us do the work that old robots without conscience once couldn’t. They could help
us plan and build. Instead of just carrying out our ideas, they can make their own. They may even come
up with newer and better solutions for our world. Robots don’t have to function off sleep or thirst, so
they don’t take up many resources and are more efficient. Just like fire, this step is very crucial in helping
our species to advance. By making this, it helps all our other projects, and will allow us to grow and build
faster than before (Mashour, 2013).
To continue, I want to also go into detail about issues that consciousness can help with. For example,
space exploration can be more advanced, because if our conscience can be transferred, then technically
we could travel forever through space to discover. That also depends if our consciousness ages. In a book
series called The Fifth Wave (Yancey, 2013), there are aliens that are pure consciousness, and they have
travelled through space for millennia. Now that might actually be possible with humans. If we are going
to do this, we should start with animals that have a smaller brain that we can replicate, then try and
transfer or recreate their brain. Before our intelligence and awareness, we couldn’t fly nor run very fast,
but we developed intelligence, conscience and even speech. It was a big step when we became aware of
our surroundings and noticed we could grow food instead of chasing it. So now we should be able to
travel in space to solve our problems on earth, like overpopulation (Shekhtman, 2019).
Our cerebrum is responsible for sending out chemicals that strengthen our bodies. Adrenaline is
controlled by the brain, and if we can sort of exploit that chemical and use it to our advantage, then
humans would work more efficiently. Learning more on our brain and consciousness can help us
understand how we can possibly live forever by transferring our cerebrum to a program or learning how
to exploit our complex brain to become stronger, faster and overall a species that progresses (Collins,
2017 ).
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Right now, we are safe from robots taking over every job, but once they are conscious, I assume we
will all either have to have no jobs or create new ones. We essentially just created a new super powered
species that are indestructible. But if we can control them, then we can use them to help us advance with
other things, like finding out how people can slow down the death of their cells. If we can use a robot to
study and create ideas like a human but faster, we would become immortal. If we can put a human brain
on a microchip, we have all the time in the universe to do whatever we want. But our consciousness has
been described. We’ve pinpointed its roots, and understand how our brain has to work together to create,
hold and initiate ideas and memories.
8. Answers and Results
From everything I just explained and theorized the answer to my question of the possibility of AI
consciousness is most likely. Now I say this because technically we can’t know the future for sure, but
under the circumstances and technological advancements, I can guarantee that humans will come to a
point where we can map the human brain. Many universities have already started the process of
mapping and creating AI and artificial brains. The main barrier that we need to overcome is the mystery
of the human brain.
But the main question of what is consciousness is what I need to answer. The answer is many things.
We use the perspectives from different areas to create a definition that most professionals would agree
upon, which is Thomas Nagel’s definition “to feel or need something that you are not programmed to do
by another organism.” Basically, having awareness is knowing you exist in a world, and having some
freewill and logic of some sorts. Then, by matching the definition with AI, I pinpointed the location of
consciousness to the brain. From there, I talked about brain scans and how our consciousness is an
ecosystem that works together to keep its host (you) alive. This trait we call consciousness is a super
weapon in species, and we concluded what it is and its definition. By understanding where it comes from
and what it is, this can create a big impact in our future.
In the future, I would like to dive deeper into what allowed humans to gain consciousness. What was
the trait that allowed us humans to develop such large and complex brains? It could’ve been nature, or
there was somehow an extremely rare change down our ancestry which changed our lives. I still have
many questions about all the information that I’ve gathered. I know that people are discovering new
things every day and maybe someday we can unlock the secret of our brain. But as you can see, one
question unlocks many others, like from consciousness down to the path of AI.
I truly think that we need to understand the subject of consciousness more because of how much it
can change our lives. It may have the same impact as when we (as a species) first learned how to control
fire. We may think it’s a waste of time, but a while back humans thought why they should waste their
time on learning agriculture when they need to go hunt and gather. Some things don’t seem important
until it’s done, and I think that this subject is one of them. Exploring a new area can also lead to solutions
on earth like our overpopulation or climate control. We can cure diseases, save our planet, be more
energy efficient, and maybe even hack our brains. We can genetically modify our cerebrals so humans
can do things faster and more efficient. If we can discover everything about our brains and somehow
map it then we have essentially defeated everything. When our brains become immortal, we have won
the war that we have been secretly fighting; the war of time. We don’t need to rush anymore, because we
have all the time we really need to discover and invent. Understanding this one thing is the hack to
standing over everything.
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Abstract: Water is a substance that the human body needs in order to survive. Drinking the right
amount of water has many health benefits, including maximum physical performance, high energy
levels, and improved brain function. Dehydration occurs when the body uses or loses more fluid than
it takes in. When dehydration happens, the body doesn’t have enough fluids in it to carry out its normal
functions. In older adults, dehydration is the most common disorder that can occur. As adults get older,
the body’s fluid reserve becomes smaller, and the ability to process and conserve water is reduced. We
have designed a sensor to track to the amount of water put into the body. This monitor will help seniors,
especially those in a nursing home, to track their daily water intake. The sensor works with other
personalized data to create a dashboard to their medical provider for better health care. There are still
some limitations of the sensor. We will continue to improve the accuracy of measurement and the
material we used.
Keywords: water intake monitor; hydration; older adults

1. Introduction
Water is essential for life. The human body is composed of 25 percent solid matter and 75 percent water.
Brain tissue is said to consist of 85 water (Batmanghelidj, 1997). Water represents a critical nutrient, the
absence of which will be lethal within days. The amount of water a person should drink varies with
different people. On average, people should drink about 1200ml of water a day (Chinese Nutrition Society,
2017). However, most people who are healthy can drink water whenever they feel thirsty. Studies show
that there are a long list of benefits of drinking enough water, such as helping to maximize physical
performance, improving energy levels and brain function, and preventing a ranger of chronic illness.
Dehydration occurs when the body uses or loses more fluid than it takes in, and the body doesn't have
enough water and other fluids to carry out its normal functions. Dehydration is the most common fluid or
electrolyte disorder among older adults. Humans seem to lose their thirst sensation and the critical
perception of needing water. Not recognizing their water need, they become gradually, increasingly, and
chronically dehydrated with the progress of aging (Batmanghelidj, 1997). As adults age, the body’s fluid
reserve becomes smaller, the ability to conserve water is reduced, and the thirst sensation becomes less
acute. These problems are compounded by chronic illnesses such as diabetes, dementia, and by the use of
certain medications.
Water can help improve a human’s well-being. However, people can easily forget to drink water. It is
better to understand how much water the human body needs and track daily water intake. There are
several stages to water regulation of the body in the different phases of life (Batmanghelidj, 1997). We focus
on hydration effects on older adults. Because the elderly have low water reserves, it may be prudent for
them to drink water regularly, even when they may not feel thirsty, and to moderately increase their salt
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intake when they sweat. Better education on these principles may help prevent sudden hypotension, stroke,
or abnormal fatigue, which can lead to a vicious circle and eventually hospitalization (Popkin, D'Anci, &
Rosenberg, 2010). We have designed a water intake monitor to help older adults, especially those who are
living in a nursing home, to track their daily water intake. It works with other data to provide a dashboard
to their medical provider for better health care.
2. Research Design, Data collection, and Analysis Methods
The water intake monitor consist of an angle sensor that measures the tilt angle of the cup. To properly
model the amount of drinking water, we need to first relate the voltage output from the angle sensor to the
tilt angle of the cup, then the angle can then be related to the amount of drinking water to monitor the older
adults’ water intake. As a result, this paper details the following 4 studies.
2.1 Design of Study 1: Relationship between Angle and Voltage
A gradienter was used to measure the angle data, which was mounted to the bottom of the cup. First,
the level calibration was adjusted to zero by slowing moving an empty cup such that the gradienter reached
the corresponding value and remained stable. The Pro Micro angle sensor was connected to the Arduino
to proofread the serial port and import the program. The serial monitor was used to measure the voltage
values. Multiple angles were selected for the experiment, and the mode was screened from the derived
values. The function relationship between the angle and the voltage value was analyzed and plotted.
2.2 Design of Study 2: Relationship between Angle and Amount of Drinking Water
The tested older adult lifted the cup slowly and took a sip of water while the water level was parallel
to the table. The voltage values can be measured and observed through the serial monitor. Afterwards, the
water cup was placed on the electronic scale to weigh the mass. Then the value was compared to the total
volume to get the volume of the water drunk. Multiple values were recorded, until the whole cup of water
was finished. The voltage value at each point was screened to obtain the corresponding mode. According
to the relationship between the angle and the voltage value, the actual function relationship between the
drinking angle and amount was analyzed and plotted.
2.3 Design of Study 3: Full Day Water Drinking Simulation
After the connection was built, the water could be drunk normally. The voltage values can be measured
through the serial monitor. After one day observation, the water drinking time was measured and plotted
on scatter plots at different points in time. The total daily water drinking amount of the older adult was
calculated according to the relationship between the angle and the amount of water drinking.
2.4 Design of Study 4: Initial Test of the Full System with elder adults
Five older adults were selected as test subjects. The cups with sensors were used to drink water, and
the voltage values were imported through the serial port monitor. The health status of the elder adults was
analyzed by recording data.
3. Experimental Results and Analysis
3.1. Basic Hypothesis
The physical conditions of the older adults are stable when they just finish the physical examination.
The water drinking movement is relatively uniform with small changes. They have fixed water drinking
habits and other behavior patterns every day. After the experimental instrument has been verified, the
volume and error of the irregular part of the measuring glass can be neglected. In addition, the error caused
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by the experimental position are also negligible. Assuming that the mode is valid, the error can be negligible
if it is within 1/100. The data measured at each sampling point is basically accurate and reliable.
3.2 Data Collection
3.2.1 Relationship between Angle and Voltage Value
Table 1. Relationship between Angle and Voltage Value

Angl 0
e
Value 26
6

15

20
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30

35
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75

90

26
9

27
0

27
1

27
4

27
6

28
2

28
7

29
1

29
6

30
0

30
5

30
8

31
3

33
2

3.2.2 Relationship between Angle and Water Drinking Amount
Table 2. Relationship between Angle and Water Drinking Amount
Volume
Variation
(ml)

Mass

Angle

Voltage Value

(g)

(°)

(Baud)

Angle
(π)

Total Water
Drinking
amount
(ml)

Initial

706

0.00

266

43

663

7.00

268

0.12

43

62

601

21.00

272

0.37

105

37

564

35.00

276

0.61

142

55

509

40.28

281

0.70

197

38

471

45.19

286

0.79

235

53

418

50.10

291

0.87

288

41

377

52.07

293

0.91

329

53

324

56.98

298

0.99

382

53

271

64.84

306

1.13

435

38

233

67.78

309

1.18

473

37

196

70.73

312

1.23

510

31

165

75.64

317

1.32

541

35

130

79.57

321

1.39

576

38

92

86.44

328

1.51

614

17

75

93.32

335

1.63

631
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3.2.3 One-Day Water Drinking Angle Test
Table 3. One-Day Water Drinking Angle
Value of
Starting
Point

Value of
Highest
Point

Angle
of
Starting
Point
(°)

Angle
of
Highest
Point
(°)

Tangent
of
Starting
Point

Tangent
of
Highest
Point

Water
Volume
of
Starting
Point
(ml)

Water
Volume of
Highest
Point
Starting
Point
(ml)

Water
Drinking
amount
(ml)

270

279

14.00

38.32

0.25

0.79

86.81

274.33

187.52

279

285

38.32

44.21

0.79

0.97

274.33

336.84

62.51

285

299

44.21

57.96

0.97

1.6

336.84

760.57

423.73

300

309

58.94

67.78

1.66

2.45

762.17

775.71

13.54

309

316

67.78

74.66

2.45

3.64

775.71

784.21

8.50

301

314

59.93

72.69

1.73

3.21

763.90

781.98

18.08

296

315

55.01

73.68

1.43

3.4

496.58

795.80

299.22

309

331

67.78

89.39

2.45

93.92

775.71

793.60

17.89

298

316

56.98

74.66

1.54

3.65

758.86

784.26

25.40

310

331

68.76

89.39

2.57

93.92

776.98

793.60

16.62

281

292

40.28

51.09

0.85

1.23

295.17

427.13

131.96

292

303

51.09

61.89

1.23

1.84

427.13

766.34

339.21

299

309

57.96

67.78

1.6

2.45

760.57

775.71

15.14
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3.3 Data Analysis
3.3.1 Experiment of Function Relationship between Angle and Voltage Value
From the experimental data and the scatter plot, the relationship between the tilt angle and the voltage
value can be derived. Through the observation of the scatter plot, it can be divided into two parts. Taking
the angle of 35° as the critical value, the two-part function relation was obtained separately. Through
analysis, it can be concluded:

2
θ + 266 (0 ≤ θ ≤ 35)
V(x) = { 7
56
θ + 240.4 (35 < θ ≤ 90)
55
3.3.2 Experiment of Function Relationship between Angle and Water Drinking Amount

Figure 1. Comparison between the actual and modeled relationships between angles and amount of
drinking water
The actual relationship between the angle and amount of drinking water is compared with the modeled
on, as is shown in Figure 1. It can be seen that they both have the same trend. The slope of the actual
function graph was generally lower than the model.
To verify whether the function graph parsed by modeling is available for real life, after the second
experiment and the function graph were obtained, the comparison was carried out again. It was found that
the actually obtained function relationship graph fluctuated around the function graph parsed by modeling.
Through actual measurement, it was found that the total volume of the cup was 706 mL. However,
based on the model, the total volume of the cup was approximately 796 mL. This means that there was a
difference of 90 mL between the actual amount of drinking water and the modeled value. After plotting
the two on a scatter plot, a linear function was used to find the variance, which is higher than 0.9, as is
shown in Figure 2. Therefore, it can be concluded that the angle and the amount of water drinking function
obtained through the modeling analysis is in a good agreement with the experiment, and can be used in
real life.
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Figure 2. Correlation Analysis of the Relationship between Angle and Water Drinking Amount of the
test and model.
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3.3.3 Analysis of one-day simulation curve
Table 4. Analysis of One Day Simulation Subsections
No.
1

Voltage
Value
196-256

Duration
(s)
1.5

Speed
(ml/s)
125

Amount
(ml)
187.52

2
3

229-288
229-382

1.48
3.83

42.38
110.63

62.51
423.73

4

200-263

1.58

8.60

13.54

5

187-241

1.35

6.30

8.5

6
7
8
9
10
11
12

220-305
301-345
157-325
156-245
183-315
152-257
170-297

2.13
1.10
2.07
3.18
3.3
2.63
3.18

8.49
272.02
8.64
7.98
5.04
13.66
8.64

18.08
299.22
17.89
25.40
16.62
131.96
339.21

13

160-205

1.3

13.4

15.14

Analysis
It was the first snip of water after
getting up, the elderly was relatively
thirsty
Small amount, slow speed
The elderly drank water at breakfast
with a large amount. The elderly
drank fast for a long time. The
elderly was relatively thirsty. After
the analysis of this special situation,
it can be found that the salt content
of breakfast was too high, resulting
in the large amount of drinking
water
Small amount, slow speed
Moring diet helped digestion
Long time, small amount, slow speed
The elderly drank water after lunch
Long time, small amount, fast speed
Long time, small amount, fast speed
Long time, small amount
Long time, large amount, fast speed
Long time, large amount, fast speed,
which was caused by snacks after
dinner
Long time, small amount, slow speed

3.3.4 Analysis of water drinking for the elderly
Table 5. Basic Information of the Older Adults
No.

Gender

Age

Chronic Diseases

A

Male

81

Hypertension, Kidney Disease

B

Female

78

Heart Disease, Parkinson’s Disease

C

Female

83

Cerebral Infarction, Diabetes

D

Male

76

Arthritis, Malignant Tumor

E

Female

84

Alzheimer, Hypertension
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Figure 3. Water Drinking Situation for the Elderly A
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Figure 4. Water Drinking Situation for the Elderly B

Comparing the two older adults A and B with the normal water drinking situation in Figure 3 and 4, it
can be seen that there was tremor and unstable posture when the adult B held the cup. After investigating
the adult B, it can be known that she was suffering from Parkinson. By observing the change of the angle
sensor voltage value, it can be judged that the old adult’s hand was shaking. He may have Parkinson’s
symptoms. The data changes can help medical staffs diagnose the physical condition of the elderly and
perform the early treatment.
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4. Conclusion
After testing water intake sensor in a nursing care center, we could say that the device we designed will
provide daily water intake tracking to family doctors for the elderly to review their drinking habit regularly.
Those data could help doctors make better decisions to care for the elderly on a daily basis. However, there
are some limitations of the monitor. More effects related to water intake should are considered and added
in such as material of sensor, cup size, how to service nursing care centers. This is only our first step on
how to improve the elderly’s hydration wellness. We will continue to improve the design and get more
feedback from the users.
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